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IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show 
 Even Hotel Chicago & Tinley Park Convention Center 

November 9 & 10, 2021 

Hotel Reservations 
Attendees will enjoy a conference 
rate of $139/night for a standard 
double room. Rooms are limited so 
please make your reservations by the 
cutoff date of October 14, 2021 
using group block code “AAC” to 
receive discounted rate.  

Even Hotel & Tinley Park Convention 
Center (formerly Holiday Inn) 18501 
South Harlem Avenue Tinley Park, IL 
60477 708-444-1100

Why attend? Your profession 
continues to evolve at a rapid pace. 
Yesterday’s answers may not be the 
best solutions to today’s problems. 
The IAA conference is designed to 
provide the latest tools, resources 
and research findings to help you 
best manage the urban forest. 

Network Strategize with your peers 
around the state and some of the 
top professionals around the 
country. 

Education Educational tracks for 
Commercial, Municipal, Utility, 
Research, Joseph Kramer 
Arboriculture Demonstration 
Area, Spanish and IFA: Illinois 
Native Trees - Ecology and 
Utilization. Additional short 
sessions to cover hot topics.  

Equipment & Supplies  
Visit over 25 tree care suppliers 
and see the latest products and 
equipment.

2021 Annual Conference Registration

We are excited for this year’s IAA Annual Conference, Trade Show & Job Fair! We have an outstanding lineup of speakers from all over and 
we’re committed to creating an event experience where our attendees, speakers, and exhibitors can safely and effectively conduct business 
and provide quality learning and networking opportunities. IAA’s COVID Plan is in accordance with state, local and Illinois Convention Center 
requirements. We’re actively monitoring and adapting these plans so that we are doing our part to bring you a safe and enjoyable learning 
environment. Click here for the IAA COVID Plan. 

Conference prices are for both in-person & virtual 
attendance.  

Early Bird Registration ends October 14th. 
Monday Sessions: (Choose one at right, add’l fee)  
  

Full Conference  
Early Bird IAA Member   $265.00  
Early Bird Non-Member   $315.00  
At-Door IAA Member (after 10/14)   $285.00 
At-Door Non-Member (after 10/14)   $335.00  

Daily (Tues. or Wed.)  
Early Bird IAA Member    $195.00  
Early Bird Non-Member    $225.00  
At-Door IAA Member (after 10/14)   $205.00 
At-Door Non-Member (after 10/14)   $235.00  

Full Time Student (must show ID)  
Full Conference     $ 75.00 
Daily       $ 25.00  

Membership to the Illinois Arborist Association is required for the 
member rates. Annual dues for the IAA are $55 which can be 
paid at the time of registration to receive the discounted rates. 

Virtual attendees will be viewing the following: 
Tuesday’s General Sessions & Commercial Sessions 

Wednesday’s General Sessions & Municipal Sessions  

Monday Sessions - Advanced Training Classes 
See Next Page for Class Descriptions  

Abiotic Problems     Cost: $75  
Instructor: Aaron Schulz  

Urban Settings, Species, Stresses 
& Strategies      Cost: $75  
Instructor: Steve Lane  

CPR & First Aid     Cost: $90 
Instructor: Peggy Drescher 

CLICK TO REGISTER & PAY ONLINE 
or email all information to monica@illinoisarborist.org 

CLICK TO BECOME A SPONSOR  
or email all information to monica@illinoisarborist.org 

No refunds after October 14, 2021. 
Speakers & topics are subject to change. 

https://illinoisarborist.org/2021-annual-conference-trade-show-sponsorship/
https://illinoisarborist.org/covid-guidelines-2/
https://illinoisarborist.org/2021-annual-conference-attendee-registration/


COST:  $75 Pest Diagnosis & Management Domain:  Abiotic Problems - Aaron Schulz

8:00am -  2:00pm 

5 CEUs available

This IAA Training Course will provide an in-depth study of common abiotic stresses on trees and 
woody plants. We will discuss specific abiotic disorders associated with environmental 
conditions, nutrient deficiencies, chemical injury, animal and mechanical damage along with 
various other stresses people inflict on plants. We will also cover diagnostic skills needed to 
recognize these stresses and suggest remedies to correct, minimize or prevent these problems. 
We will discuss the importance of laboratory analysis of soil, water and tissue samples in 
properly diagnosing plant problems. 
  
We will focus on the types of stresses that predispose trees to decline. Materials will be covered 
through PowerPoint slides and field demonstrations. A 20-question multiple choice quiz will be 
given at the end of class. 
  
Recommended Reading 
Abiotic Disorders of Landscape Plants, A Diagnostic Guide, Lawrence R. Costello. Edward J. 
Perry, Nelda P. Matheny, J. Michael Henry, Pamela M. Geisel, 2003. 
  
Upon completion of the Abiotic Problems module, each participant will gain knowledge of the 
following: 
  
• A better understanding of common abiotic stresses on woody plants 
• The ability to differentiate between abiotic, biotic and look-a-like disorders 
• Skills essential to the diagnostic and decision making process 
• A better understanding of tools to aid the arborist while diagnosing plant problems 

 
COST:  $75.00 Urban Forestry Domain:  Urban Settings, Species, Stresses & Strategies - Steve Lane

7:30am - 3:30pm 

7 CEUs available

This one-day course will provide participants with a detailed overview of performing work in the 
urban environment. When we work with trees, we are working with organisms that are evolved 
to certain natural circumstances. But where they are growing, and the conditions they are 
growing under, are far from natural. To make this even more complex, the rules and regulations 
governing what can be planted and where, risk management strategies, and local ordinances 
governing who can and cannot perform work on trees can be daunting to navigate. This course 
will cover all facets of working in the urban environment, including biological, political, and 
programmatic challenges for trees, managers, and workers. 

COST:  $90.00 CPR and First Aid Course - Peggy Drescher

8:00am - 1:00pm 
5 CEUs

Peggy Drescher will be providing instruction for CPR and First Aid.  Each participant will receive 
their CPR and First Aid Card upon passing. 

IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show 
Advanced Training - Monday Sessions - November 8, 2021 

Monday Sessions are In-Person 



General Session - Streamed Live

8:00am -   8:30am IAA Awards & Announcement of New Directors, TREE Fund Update, 15 Minute 
Presentations from Vendors

8:30am -   9:15am 
.75 CEUs

Identification of Wood Decay Fungi - Chelsi Abbott, Davey Tree Expert Co.  
Learn to identify common wood decay found out in the landscape and understand what that 
decay means for the tree’s stability and health.

9:15am - 10:00am 
.75 CEUs

Being a True Professional - Mark Chisholm, Aspen Tree Expert Company 
Growing up in the tree care industry has given Mark a unique understanding as to where the 
industry was, where it is and where it is going.  This talk will be a fun walk down memory lane 
where Mark shares pictures, videos and insights about what it takes to be a true professional and 
how to make sure you are representing yourself and your profession in the best light.

10:00am - 10:30am Break with Exhibitors - Sponsored by Midwest Arborist Supplies

10:30am - 11:15am 
.75 CEUs

Negative Employees, the Invasive Species of Great Teams - Steve Ludwig 
When someone on your team does not show up for the day, and the team is better because of 
it, we need to find ways to make the team always better. In this session Steve will talk about the 
impacts of negative employees, impacts that effect not only team culture, but production and 
safety as well. You deserve a comfortable team culture, and no one should steal your joy each 
day. Join Steve as we talk about practical ways to deal with negativity and to build team culture 
where everyone works together.

11:15am - 12:00pm 
.75 CEUs

New Generation Oaks to Know and Grow - Kris Bachtell, The Morton Arboretum 
There is a myriad of new hybrid white oak group selections coming our way.  Following a 
general review of this group, we will dive into a review of the “building block species”. We then 
will review some of the most promising selections and cover their specific traits to aid in the best 
landscape placement and use. 

12:00pm - 1:00pm Lunch with Exhibitors - Sponsored by Advanced TreeCare

                                              Municipal Sessions

1:00pm -  2:00pm 
1 CEU

Community Engagement Maps - David McCauley, PlanIt Geo 
Engage community in local urban forest through web-based tree maps, providing residents with 
an easily navigable, visual display of their trees and associated information with one-click.

IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show 
Tuesday, November 9, 2021

https://illinoisarborist.org/chelsi-abbott-davey-tree-expert-co/
https://illinoisarborist.org/mark-chisholm-aspen-tree-expert-company/
https://illinoisarborist.org/steve-ludwig/
https://illinoisarborist.org/kris-bachtell-the-morton-arboretum/
https://illinoisarborist.org/david-mccauley-planit-geo/


Municipal Sessions, continued

2:00pm -  2:45pm 
.75 CEUs

After the Storm - Helping Community Forests Recover After Natural Disasters - Debbie 
Fluegel, Trees Forever and Mike Brunk, Illinois Department of Natural Resources 
The Illinois Strike Team is made up of specially trained arborists and foresters, who volunteer 
their time to help underserved communities and those communities that lack urban forestry 
knowledge recover from natural disasters. Learn more about this program and how you can get 
involved.

2:45pm -  3:15pm Break with Exhibitors

3:15pm -   4:00pm 
.75 CEUs

21st Century Tree Ordinances - Zach Wirtz, Chicago Region Trees Initiative 
In recent years, tree removals have been more prevalent than planting in many communities, 
and a net loss of canopy is occurring. Tree ordinances are critical tools for protecting urban 
forest canopy; However, in many cases, ordinances written in the late 20th century have not 
adapted to modern times. This talk will delve into ways you can bring your ordinances into the 
21st century to help solve this net canopy loss and ensure continued success into the future.

                           Commercial Sessions - Streamed Live

1:00pm -   2:00pm 
1 CEU

Crane Crew Safety Culture; Safe Practices During Crane Operations - Peter Nieves-Sosa, 
The Crane Man, Inc. 
This presentation will focus on key points to ensure safe and successful crane operations.  
Proper techniques used in crane removals will be covered, including options for rigging off a 
crane, as well as procedures for hoisting the climber.  We will review key points to look for 
before the job evens starts that can be indicators for potentially unsafe situations, and obstacles 
to look for during the crane set-up.

 2:00pm -   2:45pm 
.75 CEUs

The Climber & The Operator - Peter Nieves-Sosa, The Crane Man, Inc. 
This presentation will focus on the relationship between the Climber and the Crane Operator. 
Key tasks both the climber and operator would be responsible for on job site will be discussed, 
and what can be expected of one another.  It will highlight each person’s responsibilities to 
safely perform a crane assisted tree removal.

 2:45pm -   3:15pm Break with Exhibitors

 3:15pm -   4:00pm 
.75 CEUs

Employee Retention Strategies - Heidi Baumgart, Arborwear 
Employees are harder to hire and the cost to recruit is higher than ever. A strategy and budget 
for employee retention is even more important.  Create a sustainable, repeatable employee 
recognition program to show appreciation, reward position actions, or incentivize model 
behavior. Develop a framework to recognize employees and create moments of recognition. 
Identify scalable ways to design, purchase and restock incentives. Create a roll out plan to 
communicate the program, build excitement, and sustain the investment. Employee retention 
goes beyond recognizing birthdays, anniversaries, or holidays.

IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show 
Tuesday, November 9, 2021 
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IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show 
Tuesday, November 9, 2021 

1:00pm -  2:00pm 
1 CEU

Managing “Struck-by” Risks - Jacob Rehlander, Lewis Tree 
Being struck by a tree or limb continues to be the risk most likely to seriously hurt or kill tree 
workers. Learn how Lewis Tree is building resilience against struck-bys into its day-to-day 
operations though its focus on creating team situational awareness during field work. This 
presentation will focus on understanding the nature of struck-by risks and how they are different 
from other risks that plague the vegetation management industry. We will also explore the 
Human Performance tools and practices Lewis Tree is using to address this risk.

2:00pm -  2:45pm 
.75 CEUs

Transforming ROWs into Assets through Technology and Innovation - Justin Walters, 
Davey Resource Group 
By leveraging a collaboration of interactive geospatial information, standardized benchmarks 
and tabular datasets, end users are provided with all the tools necessary to properly manage 
and maintain their utility systems. The result is a quantifiable database where environmental, 
social and governing data can be analyzed, both in compliance and dollar values.

2:45pm -  3:15pm Break with Exhibitors

3:15pm -  4:00pm 
.75 CEUs

Integrated Vegetation Management & the Three Pillars of Sustainability - Stephen Hilbert, 
Asplundh 
Integrated Vegetation Management (IVM) is not only a cost-effective means of managing 
incompatible vegetation on Gas and Electric Utility Rights of Way, but also integrates with the 
corporate goals of sustainability.  By utilizing a project management approach to managing 
Rights of Way there can be realized can be realized reduction in the carbon footprint of 
vegetation management.

 5:00pm -  6:30pm TREE Fund Raffle 
Come have a few drinks, network with the exhibitors and stay for the raffle! Bring some extra 
cash as raffle tickets will be sold throughout the day on Tuesday.  All proceeds will go to support 
the TREE Fund. 

The Tree Research and Education Endowment Fund (TREE Fund) is shaping the future of trees 
and the arboriculture profession.  The TREE Fund provides research grants, scholarships and 
educational programs to advance knowledge in the field of arboriculture and urban forestry.  
With this knowledge, arborists and citizens will be better equipped to ensure that healthy, 
mature trees remain an integral part of the urban and suburban communities of our future.

Utility Sessions

https://illinoisarborist.org/jacob-rehlander-lewis-tree/
https://illinoisarborist.org/justin-walters-davey-resource-group/
https://treefund.org/
https://illinoisarborist.org/stephen-hilbert-asplundh-2/


IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show 
Wednesday, November 10, 2021 

General Session - Streamed Live

8:00am -   9:00am 
1 CEU

A Complexity of Oak Health - Current Stresses Impacting these Legacy 
Species - Cory McCurry, Rainbow Treecare Scientific 
For centuries, oak trees (genus Quercus) have dominated the landscapes of Eastern United 
States. They are vital components of urban and rural ecosystems and are one of North 
America’s predominant shade trees. But there is something wrong, in recent years however, the 
oak species have dramatically declined from a variety of causes that can be tricky to diagnose. 
Symptoms include early browning leaves, thinning canopy cover, and loss of branches, 
increased insect and disease pressures which can eventually lead to tree mortality. This session 
will review some common problems, offer key distinctions in identifying cause, and advise on 
actions to minimize harm to damaged trees and neighboring survivors. Understanding and 
preventing this phenomenon has been challenging, given that no single factor is responsible 
for declining numbers of legacy oaks. An industry that is quested with the challenge of oak 
care, it’s important to recognize what you’re dealing with so you can remedy the ailment 
properly. With countless pests and fungi waiting to wreak havoc on many varieties of oak trees, 
there’s a lot to consider when it comes to caring for these arbors. This session will review some 
common problems such as: Bur Oak Blight, Two Lined Chestnut Borer, Bacterial Leaf Scorch, 
Jumping Oak Gall, Oak Wilt, Anthracnose, Tubakia (Actinopelte) Leaf Spot, Environmental: 
Abiotic (RES), Bob Canker, Armillaria Root Disease.

9:00am - 10:00am 
1 CEU

An EF-3 Tornado has travelled through your community. How will your trees “Weather” 
the Storm? - Dr. Fredric Miller, Joliet Junior College 
On Father’s Day night, June 13, 2021, an EF-3 tornado made its way through a number of 
western suburbs. Extensive tree damage resulted along with a large number of homes being 
damaged or destroyed. This presentation will provide preliminary results from tree damage 
assessments for public trees including tree species and tree size most affected, categories of 
tree damage (i.e., minor and major crown damage tree failure, and root plate failure), 
suggestions for using restoration pruning techniques on damaged trees, and replanting efforts 
for promoting tree species diversity.

10:00am - 10:30am Break with Exhibitors

10:30am - 11:15am 
.75 CEUs

ComEd and Tree Trimming in your Community - Jay Mahoney, Commonwealth Edison 
In the Chicagoland area, Commonwealth Edison (ComEd) services 3.7 million residential 
customers with 4.1 million total customers supported by 35k overhead distribution miles and 
5.4k overhead transmission miles. ComEd’s vegetation management department will minimize 
tree and vegetation caused interruptions to electric service and support restoration of power 
when interruptions do occur while working safely and protecting the safety of the public. 
ComEd does this by implementing effective programs that are compliant with both state and 
federal regulations, with a focus on continuous improvement, while building partnerships with 
our customers and their communities.

https://illinoisarborist.org/cory-mccurry-rainbow-treecare-scientific/
https://illinoisarborist.org/dr-fredric-miller-joliet-junior-college/
https://illinoisarborist.org/jay-mahoney-commonwealth-edition/


IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show 
Wednesday, November 10, 2021 

                                         Commercial Sessions

1:00pm -   2:00pm 
1 CEU

Chainsaw Maintenance and Sharpening - Norm Hall, All Gear Inc. 
A chainsaw is one of the most used tools in large deadwood pruning and removals, yet it is one of 
the most neglected tools when it comes to maintenance. Learn how-to properly maintain and clean 
a chainsaw to keep it running at peak performance.  
A saw chain is designed to ‘self-feed’ with minimal downward force applied with the operators left 
hand. Learn how-to properly sharpen a saw chain using the proper diameter round file and 
lowering the depth gauges with a tool and flat file to let the chainsaw ‘work’ for you, rather than you 
working for the chainsaw. *This presentation will project the small detail onto a screen for all to view. 

2:00pm -   3:00pm 
1 CEU

Roadmap to a More Sustainable Future - Paul Johnson, Sustainable Forestry Initiative 
Our trees, air, water, and associate macro and micro flora, fauna, and fungi don't recognize 
political boundaries. Forest certification has helped us increase sustainability and marketability 
of our forests and associated products. We're bringing similar tools to urban and community 
forests. Join us as we explore the new standard and offer an opportunity to participate in the 
development. 

2:30pm -  3:00pm 
.5 CEUs

Labor Budgeting to Justify Staffing and Levels of Service - Steve Ludwig 
Are you always feeling like the expectation of your team is too high for the people and monies 
you are allotted? You know it’s true, but how do you prove it? Steve has a simple and effective 
way to show your leaders that the resourcing does not match the level of service expectations. 
Quit the on-going conversation about how your team cannot get everything done, and actually 
show them why in a simple and easy way. Maybe you won’t get everything that you need, but 
data and information can change the picture in their head. 

                         Municipal Sessions - Streamed Live

1:00pm -  2:30pm 
1.5 CEUs

2020 Tree Census of the Chicago Regional Forest - Lindsay Darling,CRTI; Dr. Chai-Shian 
Kua, The Morton Arboretum; and Peter Sorensen, Davey Resource Group 
This presentation will discuss the process and results of the 2020 Chicago Region Tree Census. 
Insights and implications from the ten years of comparative data on the structure, composition 
and value of the seven county Chicago regional forest will be discussed. This will be a 3-part 
presentation. 

General Session, Continued- Streamed Live

11:15am - 12:00pm 
.75 CEUs

Illinois’ first Arborist Registered Apprenticeship - Daniella Pereira, Michael Dugan, Katie 
Fleming, Openlands 
Openlands worked with a sector partnership to create Illinois’ first arborist registered 
apprenticeship with the U.S. Department of Labor. Come to learn the structure and goals of this 
3-year, full-time apprenticeship program and how commercial tree care companies can benefit 
from employing an apprentice. We will also be asking attendees for feedback to understand 
your companies needs. 

https://illinoisarborist.org/daniella-pereira-openlands/
http://illinoisarborist.org/norm-hall/
https://illinoisarborist.org/paul-johnson-sustainable-forestry-initiative/
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https://illinoisarborist.org/steve-ludwig/


                 IFA: Illinois Native Trees - Small Woodlot Management

1:00pm -  2:00pm 
1 CEU

Invasive Species Management in Illinois Woodlands - Ryan Pankau, University of Illinois 
Maintaining native plant diversity is a key concept in the management of natural areas and 
woodlands across Illinois. Invasive species are perhaps one of the biggest threats to plant diversity in 
these settings. Join Extension Educator Ryan Pankau for a discussion of management techniques to 
control invasive species, as well as information about newer invasive that may be on the horizon. 

2:00pm -  3:00pm 
1 CEU

Restoring the Understory Flora in Small Woodlots - Chris Evans, University of Illinois 
Managing small woodlots is a common practice for homeowners, whether it is a few acres on a 
farmstead or simply a wooded property line in a residential setting. The understory plant community 
is a center for diversity in these ecosystems. This presentation will discuss some of the practices used 
to restore native plants in small woodlots. 

IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show 
Wednesday, November 10, 2021 

                                               Utility Sessions

1:00pm -  2:00pm 
1 CEU

Incidental Line Clearance: Working within the BMP’s Utility Pruning of Trees -  
Kieran Hunt, Asplundh 
This presentation is most relevant to private and commercial arborists who are not sure what rules 
apply to them while near conductors. The 2017 revision of the ANSI Z133 Safety Requirements for 
Arboricultural Operations saw the addition of the Incidental Line Clearance category of tree worker. 
Municipal and private arborists must have a clear understanding of the Z133 Standard and how it 
applies to them if they are to perform tree work safely near power lines. This talk will explain the new 
category and how it relates to traditional line clearance, with a brief lesson in electrical hazards and 
history. 

2:00pm -  3:00pm 
1 CEU

Staying Fluid with Evolving Technology Solutions - Deb Sheeler & Rachel Miller, Davey 
Resource Group 
This presentation will review geospatial and integrated remote sensing solutions and discuss latest 
developments, improvements, and system advances for urban and utility vegetation management. 
From Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) processing software to imagery and LiDAR 
acquisitions, new technology is constantly evolving, making unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and 
drone services popular value-add supplements to conventional inspection methods. 

2021 IAA Job and Career Fair - 1:00pm-3:00pm  - Sam Tinley Room 
                            THANK YOU JOB FAIR SPONSORS
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IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show

          Tuesday Spanish Sessions - Eduardo Medina

  8:40am - 10:15am Ropes and Knots.  Cuerdas y Nudos - Carlos J Llanos, Mario Vagner Jaldin Quispe, Eduardo 
Medina

10:15am - 10:45am Break with Exhibitors

10:45am - 11:50am Storm Damage and Tornado.  Daños por tormenta - Carlos J Llanos, Mario Vagner Jaldin Quispe, 
Eduardo Medina

11:50am -   1:00pm Lunch

  1:00pm -   2:45pm Cuts and Chainsaws.  Cortes y motosierras - Carlos J Llanos, Mario Vagner Jaldin Quispe, 
Eduardo Medina

  2:45pm -   3:15pm Break with Exhibitors

  3:15pm -   4:00pm Single Rope Techniques Plus.  Técnicas de Cuerda simple más…. - Carlos J Llanos, Mario Vagner 
Jaldin Quispe, Eduardo Medina

                            Tuesday, November 9, 2021 
    Joseph Kramer Arboriculture Demonstration Area

   8:40am - 10:00am The Foundation of Climbing and Rigging - Equipment and Knots - Mark Gaudet and Beau 
Nagan

10:00am - 10:30am Break with Exhibitors

10:30am - 11:15am Advancing Your Climbing System - Modernization, Mark Gaudet and Beau Nagan

11:15am - 11:50am Building Blocks of Rigging - Basic Rigging Techniques - Mark Gaudet and Beau Nagan

11:50am -   1:00pm Lunch

  1:00pm -   2:45pm A Practical Approach to Aerial Rescue - Mark Chisholm and Beau Nagan

  2:45pm -   3:15pm Break with Exhibitors

  3:15pm -   4:00pm MRS to SRS… working half the rope! - Mark Gaudet and Beau Nagan

                          Wednesday, November 10, 2021 
    Joseph Kramer Arboriculture Demonstration Area

  8:00am - 10:00am The F-word - FORCE! - Mark Gaudet and Beau Nagan

10:00am - 10:30am Break with Exhibitors

10:30am - 12:00pm SUPER DUPER SRS STUFF - Mark Gaudet and Beau Nagan

12:00pm -   1:00pm Lunch

  1:00pm -   3:00pm Not Your Everyday Tree Removal - Advanced Rigging - Mark Gaudet and Beau Nagan
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IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show 
Even Hotel Chicago & Tinley Park Convention Center 

November 9 & 10, 2021 

Conference Show Sponsors

Tree Fund Sponsor                                                         Lunch Sponsors

Notebook Sponsors

    Morning / Afternoon Break Sponsors           Joseph Kramer Arboriculture Demonstration Area

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR 2021 SPONSORS!
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